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Industrial craft bags and suitcases in Sidoarjo regency was specifically developed with the
village's economy. As an industrial center, it is expected presence continually able to
improve the economy of the village and is able to supply products in accordance with
consumer tastes. This study aims to determine what internal and external factors that
affect the performance of the industry craft bags and suitcases in Sidoarjo and how much
influence these factors. The analysis model used in this study is a model linear regression
analysis model was used to determine the effect of the government factor, Suppliers,
Competitors, Product Mix, Expert, production capacity, and the level of wages on industry
performance craft bags and luggage. Constant value of -8.7449 (marked negative)
indicates that bags and briefcases are not normal goods are goods merely as a supplement.
Marked negative constant value is also supported by the results of stepwise calculation.
The test results simultaneously with Full Regression models in the know that the variables
simultaneously governments, suppliers, competitors, product mix, experts, production
capacity, and wage rates have a significant effect on the performance of industrial craft
bags and suitcases in the county KEYWORDS: business environment, performance, craft
industry
Tanggulangin Association (APETA) with the Government of Sidoarjo district began a road
show which aims to expand the marketing area and promote the public that the center
suitcase Tanggulangin not drowned out by Lapindo hot mudflow. Event road show is quite
effective for improving query returns the products produced by the artisans of bags and
suitcases Tanggulangin [1]. In general, companies not only have a single goal, but many
objectives to be achieved even Hunger & Wheelen [2] suggests that there is variation in the
difference objectives pursued by the organization or business, and Hatten [3] says that the
company is not keen to lose the opportunity to monitor changes, therefore companies need
to conduct the identification of the elements of both threats and opportunities, which is one
important basis for the formulation of strategic planning in accordance with the
circumstances, conditions and capabilities. Another thing was also stated by Porter [4]
which states that the state of competition in an industry depends on five (5) principal
competitive strengths, namely: (1) potential new entrants. (2) Substitution, (3) suppliers,
(4) buyers, (5) the industry competitors. The five competitive forces determine the intensity
of competition and profitability in the industry. The most powerful force will be decisive and
to be very important from the point of view of strategy formulation.

The formulation of business strategy requires an in-depth analysis of the emergence of the
business opportunities and threats from the external environment. For that it is important
to analyze the environment will inevitably affect the business's bags and luggage.
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According to Pearce and Robinson [5], a host of external factors influence a form's choice of
direction and action and, ultimately, its organizational structure and internal processes.
These factors which extend constitute the environment; can be dividend in to three
interrelated Subcategories: factors in the remote environment, factors in the industry
environment and factors in the operating environment. The remote environment comprises
factors that originate beyond. , And Usually irrespective of, any single firm's operating
situation: (1) economic, (2) social, (3) political, (4) technological, and

(5) ecological factors, while Jauch and Glueck [6] divide the company into three, namely, 1)
General, which consists of the socioeconomic, Technology, and Government, 2) industry,
made up of customers, suppliers, and Competition, 3) International, while Suwarsono [7]
says analysis of the external environment should not be until fall to try to analyze as many
variables as possible. Therefore, the external environment variable will only cover variable
dialysis government, competitors, and supplier. According to Idrus [8] planner (strategist)
should also be able to measure the strategic advantage (SA)-strengths and weaknesses
organizations of and portfolio (SBU).
The variables used in this study, can be identified as follows: Variable dependent or
dependent variable (Y), is the performance of the industry as measured by ROI. The
independent variable or independent variable (X), are the factors that affect the
performance of the industry, which consists of: X 1: Government, X 2: Suppliers, X 3:
Competitors, X 4: Mix the product, X 5: Highly skilled, X 6: Production capacity, X 7: The
wage rate

Samples were taken from the population conducted by the method of "Cluster Random
Sampling", where the sample size for each area (location) is determined proportionally.

What research is Craftsmen live bags and suitcases in District Tanggulangin and registered
as a member of the cooperative INTAKO.

Data collection in this study was obtained from the primary data and secondary data.
Primary data is data collected and recorded by the first author of the questionnaire
distributed to emergency responders. Secondary data were obtained from the office of the
Department of Industry Sidoarjo, Cooperative INTAKO Tanggulangin, reports the Central
Bureau of Statistics and research journals.

Purpose of modeling is to simplify the analysis of real-world problems, so that quantitative
evidence that supports economic phenomena can be obtained and observed. Given this
restriction constraints of time and cost can be minimized [11].

The analysis of the model in question is " Y = bo + b 1 X 1 + b 2 X 2 + b 3 X 3 + b 4 X 4 +
b 5 + b 5 X 6 X 6 + b 7 X 7 + e i [12] .

Where: Y: Industry Performance as measured by ROI, X 1: Government, X 2: Suppliers, X 3:
Competitors, X

4: Mix the product, X 5: Highly skilled, X 6: Production capacity, X 7: The wage rate, e i:
Variable spam Outside Model, boo: Interception point, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7: the
regression coefficient of each variable.

Based on calculations from the model of Multiple Linear Regression Analysis to be used in
research (using microstate program), then the next analysis techniques used were: Unison
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Test (Test F), Partial Test (Test t), Test Assumptions Classical (OLS).
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